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Abstract

Conceptual Model of Brokering

Brokering future learning opportunities to youth entails engaging in practices that connect youth to events, programs, internships, individuals, and
institutions related to their interests in order to support them beyond the window of a specific program or event. Brokering is especially critical for youth
who are new to an area of interest: it helps them develop both a baseline understanding of the information landscape and a social network that will respond
to their needs as they pursue various goals. We describe three critical levers for brokering well in informal settings: (1) creating learning environments
that allow trust to form between youth and educators and enable educators to develop an understanding of a young person’s interests, needs, and
goals, (2) attending to a young person’s tendency (or not) to reach out to educators after a program is over to solicit assistance, and (3) enabling
potential brokers to efficiently locate appropriate future learning opportunities for each youth that approaches them. We also include a set of program
practices for providers who wish to increase their brokering impact, as well as recommendations geared primarily toward organization leaders.

During program:
• Organize field trips.
• Share information about program topic-related
events.
• Discuss how the program’s activity connects to
school activities, career goals.
• Provide speaking opportunities.
• Allow youth to join after program start.
• Help youth develop ‘networking’ tools.

• In 2013, HRL engaged in ethnographic fieldwork, developing biographic case studies (Barron, 2015; Merriam, 1998) of 8 high school students
and recent high school graduates (Ching, 2016), focusing on their experiences during Hive-affiliated afterschool programs and 6-12 months
afterward.
• We identified in some youth significant decreases in their perception of social support during and after a program, a phenomenon we reported as
a “post-program slump” in support (Ching, Santo, Hoadley & Peppler, 2014).
• In the summer of 2014, we engaged Hive members in a full-day design charrette meeting during which participants discussed issues and
challenges related to supporting long-term, interest-driven pathways. Based on discussions and reflections, the practice of “brokering” emerged
as a key way to provide more “pathway experiences” for Hive youth, especially those from non-dominant communities.
• HRL led a participatory white paper writing process (Santo, Ching, Peppler & Hoadley, 2016), providing a draft of the white paper that
combined HRL’s basic research, commentary and concerns from Hive members captured during the charrette meeting and other community
discussions, and invited members to edit and comment on a shared Google document.
• Finally, in April 2014, HRL incorporated these comments and edits into a final version that was shared as a community white paper.

Krissy,18-year-old female of
Dominican-Pakistani heritage
interested in filmmaking.	
  

Social support during (top) and after (bottom) Hive program

Towards end:
• Debrief with students on next steps.
• Help youth apply or register for an
opportunity.
• Provide specific ways to stay in contact.
• Offer ‘leveling-up’ opportunities. Base on
passion as well as skill level.
• Be specific about likelihood of offering
program again.

After the program, periodically:
• Check in with former youth participants periodically. Let them know you’re interested in their activities.
• Provide speaking opportunities for youth to present their projects.
• Ask former participants to help with recruitment for future programs.
• Share with youth “program stuff” (e.g., photos, blog posts, artifacts, etc.)
• Post photos and videos of student work and program activity to an online gallery.
• Schedule ‘reunions’ with all youth who participated at a particular program.

Clockwise from left to right: Hive NYC homepage; Hive NYC member
organizations as of March 2014; photos from two Hive programs.

Model Development: Participatory Knowledge Building with Hive NYC
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Hive Community-Recommended Brokering Practices

Hive NYC Learning Network

Arduino microcontroller
+ Processing coding
+ Game design
+ Skateboarding
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Youth trust of educator – degree to which youth trust and feel cared for by educators
Youth network orientation or help-seeking orientation – degree to which youth may be oriented
towards turning to individuals in their social network for help
Educator knowledge of youth – degree to which educators understand youths’ interests, needs, ability to
access certain opportunities over others
Educator knowledge of learning opportunities – degree to which educators have access to information
about future learning opportunities or social networks related to a youth’s interests

Community White Paper: On-Ramps, Lane Changes, Detours and Destinations: Building
Connected Learning Pathways in Hive NYC through Brokering Future Learning Opportunities	
  

“We know how to build excitement and enthusiasm during
the program. The difficulty is how to take the excitement
from one program to the next. So, for example, Who tells
youth what possibilities are available next? How do youth find
and register for them? How is the youth's experience at one
place recognized and carried over to the next institution?”

Photos from a field trip
to a nearby university. At
left, a graduate student
demonstrates his
augmented-reality game.
The graduate student
also pointed to his name
and e-mail address on a
white board and
encouraged youth to
take a photo of it and
contact him (right).

Recommendations for Informal Learning
Organizations
! Ensure that program educators and teaching artists receive adequate guidance and
resources around active brokering.
• Ex: Program staff and teaching artists should be explicit about their willingness to be
post-program sources of support
! Consider integrating activities at specific points in a program that support relationship
building and brokering of future learning opportunities.
! Consider how organizations might support a positive youth network orientation.
• Ex: Help youth develop strategies to unlock opportunities once a program is over
! Create or broker leveling-up opportunities for youth.
! Designate a “brokering point person” on staff.
Left: Draft version of white paper, with comments and edits from members of the Hive community. Right: Final community white paper.

“Post-program slump”

Left: Comparing Social Learning Ecology Maps of a youth participant
during and after a Hive program illustrating the phenomenon of “postprogram slump in support.” Above: photos from a design charrette
meeting.
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